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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

Step 1.  Open up the plans for the “Mini Most XL” that you have just purchased and spread them out over your living room 
floor.

Step 2.  Make sure the dog or your kids don’t step all over them!

Step 3.  Spend 4 days, no make that 5.... well.... maybe a month outside (good weather permitting) and wack 
together your new boat.  Enlist the help of your brother and your cousin since he was the one who wanted a 

two seater Mini Most in the first place!)

Step 4.  Have fun and don’t get yourself killed.  (* read the fine print below )

*  THE FINE PRINT - HEY...THIS IS JUST A PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD OF WHAT WE DID OVER THE COURSE OF MANY, MANY DAYS DURING THE SUMMER OF 2003.   WE ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY IF YOU SCREW UP FOLLOWING OUR SUGGESTIONS OR INSTRUC-
TIONS.  THIS WORKED FOR US AND MAY NOT WORK FOR YOU.  IF YOU CUT YOUR HAND OFF WHILE BUILDING YOUR MINI MOST  OR MINI MOST XL THEN IT’S YOUR OWN FAULT.  ALSO, IF YOUR BOAT FALLS APART ON THE WATER OR BLOWS UP YOU’RE ON YOUR 
OWN.  YOU SHOULD BE AWARE OF ALL THE SAFETY ISSUES SURROUNDING THE USE POWER TOOLS AND TOXIC EPOXIES AND PAINTS.  I THINK MY BROTHER HIT HIS FINGER WITH A HAMMER ONCE, AND I SCRAPED MY HAND ON THE BELT SANDER, BUT WE DIDN’T 
DO ANYTHING TOO STUPID.  SO BE CAREFUL!     AND BY THE WAY.....THESE BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS BELONG TO MUSKOKA SEAFLEA AND ARE COPYRIGHT!  SO DON’T RIP US OFF AND PRETEND THAT THEY WERE MADE BY SOMEONE ELSE, OR THAT YOU DID THEM. 

IF YOU DECIDE TO SHARE A PART OF THESE, SOME OF THE IDEAS OR PHOTOS, HAVE THE DECENCY TO GIVE US CREDIT!

It’s that easy.....well....maybe we’ve simplified things a little...so check out the following pages.  It’s a detailed pho-
tographic record of our journey into the construction of a modified Mini Most.  Now I keep blaming my cousin for this 
variation, but in retrospect, I think it’s a good idea.  At one point my cousin was considering building a 14-foot ver-
sion...but after I stretched the plans and showed him the comparison, he backed off a bit.  (It kind of looked like a 
canoe!)  Have a look below at the size comparisons. When my cousin was considering a larger version I presented him 
with the following diagram.   The first sketch represents the Mini Most with its “normal” proportions at either 8 or 
10 feet long.  (Remember the 10-foot version is simply the 8-foot version enlarged by 25% in all directions.  The 
second sketch represents the boat with just the front bow section stretched by 2 feet beyond the frame.  The third dia-
gram illustrates the boat with the bow section stretched 4 feet beyond the frame creating a final length of 14 feet.
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Since none of us had won the lottery,  we  didn’t 
have a state-of-the art workshop like that guy does 
on  Public Television, and we didn’t use the most 
expensive materials, but we did have a ton of fun.  
Since my cousin is a self-made millionaire, funding 
for this project was a breeze.  (It helps tremendously 
when someone in the family has unlimited financial 
resources, his own private jet, off shore bank ac-
counts, a villa in the Alps and a Black and Decker 
Fire Storm cordless drill.)  Actually, the only “tool-
type” addition that we had available this time was a 
really cool table saw that my brother got for Christ-
mas….Rockin’! ..more power....very smooth.....RIP 
IT BABY!!!!  Speaking of my brother, he was still his 
usual frugal self  (cheap)  so when ever we could, we 
used and re-used materials that were hanging around 
the yard.  Our father (the man was a saint !!!!!)  
had a wood lot across the road where he used to get  
white pine milled up every so often.  As a result,  we 
used full 1 inch pine for the main frame, transom, 
stringers, carlins , chines and other bits that we felt 
appropriate.  Have you read the fine print yet!?!?!  
It’s still there on the first page….and our lawyers 
insisted we put it in!

Like the Mini Max, all of our 1” material that we used 
was a true 1 inch thick.  After we traced the lines it 
was then cutting time !  We didn’t worry too much 
about “wiggly” tracings, since we ended up smooth-
ing out the curves on the sander later. 

BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

Assembling the frame was really quite easy.  We simply laid the pieces on top of the paper template, splooshed on lots of 
glue and screwed them together.  Since we figured the frames would probably be under more stress than the rest of the boat, 
we splurged on brass screws to prevent any unnecessary “screw-rot”  We also used the “all weather” exterior wood glue, 
(the regular old stuff might fall apart if it got wet.)  Notice our nifty work bench...a sheet of 4X8’ plywood on a couple of 
sawhorses.

All of the screws were counter-sunk into the frame members and later filled with epoxy thickened with “thickner-stuff.”
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

We decided to fill the gap between the upper and lower transom frame pieces.   Although not called for in the original Mini 
Most plans, we figured this would give the frame some added strength and give it a more finished look.

Ah  yes..... the anticipation of the ride.....Now we were starting to get somewhere.  With the frames done we now embarked 
on the construction of the transom.  We figured that would be easy.  Just lots of straight lines and angles.....we could handle 
that...after all, the frames were made with curves and other “particular” stuff...the transom would be a snap.
I must point out the Rob here is actually dreaming of racing about in my brother’s frame.  You see....the placement of the 
steering wheel is in the very center...Rob on the other hand created his frame with an off-set, which we all later adopted on 
our own builds.    
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

The transom assembly was relatively easy compared to the frame.....lots of straight lines and angles.....no curves.  (Whew...)
Keep in mind though that since we were “super-sizing” the Mini Most to 10 feet,  we thought it would be prudent to add a 
few extra stringers along the hull.  The transom is constructed in 3 steps:

1.  Cut out the transom pattern onto a sheet of 3/4” plywood.
2.  Cut and notch the frame work and fit it to the plywood backing.

3.  Attach the plywood pad for the motor board. 
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

We began this whole ordeal by marking the 
notches on the lower transom frame piece.  A 
dado blade would have made this job go a lot 
faster...but like I said before....we didn’t have 
a $50,000.00 shop like some guys do, so we 
simply made a series of cuts with the table saw. 

Notice my brother here being safety conscious 
with the eye protection......

Remember, we added two additional stringers to the hull, so we had to 
make 2 additional notches.
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

With the three lower transom frame 
pieces completed (and I must say they 
looked great!!!), it was time to begin 
the assembly.  We cut out the 
remaining parts for the transom frame 
and layed them out on the grass to see 
how cool they would look....very cool 
indeed....  Remember, we added two 
more  additional stringers to the hull, 
so we had to make 2 additional notches 
on the lower transom frame pieces..  
Here’s a terrific shot of the “test fit”  
We just kind of laid most of the 
pieces on the 3/4” plywood to see how 
things were shaping up before we went 
crazy with the glue and the screws...  

Frame pieces to be screwed to the plywood .  Extra notches...you can never have enough notches...

Note that some of the pieces have  knots...typical of # 2 or 3 grade pine.  Knots 
in these pieces are not a concern as they are not independently structural.
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

So this is the easy part.  We love 
this part.....slap on the glue, and 
then it’s Rob to the rescue with his 
trusty Black and Decker Firestorm.
*Editors note - Muskoka Sea Flea 
neither endorses or cautions against 
or any particular brand of tool manu-
facturer...however...Rob did say that 
this particular drill was a piece of 
“s--t”.  “Get me a real drill!”, could 
be heard resonating all over the hills 
of Housey’s Rapids and Kahshe Lake.....  

Once the transom frame stringers 
were set in place it was time to build 
up the motor board pad using 2 pieces 
of 3/4” plywood laminated together..  

We glued up board-on-board with 
1 1/2” # 8 screws for a finished 
thickness of 2”    
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There ain’t nothing like the bond-
ing that exists between  boat build-
ers....we have total respect for each 
other and the expertise that each of us 
brings to the project......hmmmmmm

The final assembled transom, complete with stringers and the built up motor board.  And check out those cool looking transom 
knees just waiting to be chopped at a 15 degree angle.   Kind of makes you want to cry...they just look so beautiful sitting 
there........

BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson
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The knee gives the transom its strength 
and distributes the force from the 
motor to the hull of the boat.  Our 
favourite number was 15....so we made 
sure that the “knee degree” matched 
that of the transom degree...

We increased the dimensions of the 
knee in accordance with the rest of 
the boat.  The original plans call for 
the knee to be constructed from 2X6” 
stock.  By laminating together our full 
1 inch material with a center core of 
3/8” plywood, we have substantially 
increased its strength. The transom 
knee was constructed from sandwiching 
together 2 pieces of 1X8” pine on either 
side of a  3/8” plywood core. 

The rounded “bits” were cut out using 
a jig saw..... 

BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson
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So, here’s the deal guys....we love the 
number 15.....if the bottom of the tran-
som knee is angled at 15 degrees, then 
it makes sense that the lower edge of 
the transom also be cut on a 15 degree 
angle....after all they both have to lie 
flush with the hull and the hull string-
ers....  Since we are professionals here  
(and we insist that “you do try this at 
home!”)  we adjusted the blade on the 
table saw to match the previously cut 15 
degree angle on the knee.  Gotta watch 
for screws along the bottom...nasty.... 

So away we go.... We used a scrap piece 
of lumber as buffer between the bot-
tom of the transom and the saw fence...
this prevented the top edge of the blade 
from scraping against the metal part of 
the guide.  Look at these guys....so at-
tentive and exacting.......

BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

These Building Instructions are 
the Property of Muskoka Seaf-
lea 
Copyright  2016
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We lined up the knee with the transom to see how things looked.  You’d think we knew what we were doing... take THAT,  
“P.B.S. Home Builder Guys”! A job well done boys!  Looks good enough to me!  (Rob put on his special T-Shirt for this shot)

BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

These Building Instructions are 
the Property of Muskoka Seaf-
lea 
Copyright  2016
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As always...we never can wait to imag-
ine what the final building configura-
tions may look like....so once again we 
played “Lets Pretend” and placed the 
knee against the transom and threw 
some stringers on the ground.....pretty 
cool.....So let’s recap here.......
Got the transom made...CHECK !
Got the transom knee made...CHECK !
Time to make the stem...CHECK !

BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

So just exactly what is the stem you say ?!?!  Well, it’s kind of like big old really strong piece of curved wood with a hook 
on the end that holds the whole front of the boat together...it kind of looks like this drawing below....we thought it was 
something else...... 
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

We cut out the paper outline from the 
plans and glued them directly to the 
wood. We then made a rough cut using 
the table saw.  It’s a lot easier to cut 
out using a sabre saw when the piece is 
only as big as you need it. We also made 
sure that the material used for the stem 
was #1 or clear grade pine.   The last 
thing we needed was the stem cracking 
under pressure when the hull material 
was attached.    

Make sure the saw blade on your jig saw 
is sharp...it just makes getting through 
the 2” thick material a lot easier.  Now 
if we had a band saw, we certainly would 
have used it......but we didn’t....so we 
couldn’t.......use the band saw that is...
We were not too concerned about any 
“wiggly” saw cuts since all of that 
would be smoothed out using our belt 
sander.
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

With the stem made it’s time to start putting all the pieces together....Yikes!!!!  This might start to look like a boat after 
all...We made the keel by ripping a piece of 1 3/4” X 3” stock.  Now normally you wouldn’t have to do this...however, since 
we were over-engineering the XL, we decided to make the keel thicker than the plans called for....(don’t want the hull to break 
in half).  Since the other 4 stringers are only 1” thick, then it only makes sense that the main keel be thicker!?!?
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

We pre-drilled the screw holes through 
the keel and then attached the transom 
knee with 3” stainless steel screws and 
a crap load of waterproof glue...this is 
one part of the boat that is susceptible 
to corrosion and rot.  Next we pre-
drilled the knee in order to attach it 
to the transom.  This is when it starts 
to get really exciting kids!   With a fi-
nal check of the notch on the keel, we 
lined up the knee with the transom on a 
level surface  (remember...this is grass 
roots building...no perfectly smooth 
shop floor..just a ladder on the ground) 
and screwed everything together.  Once 
fastened, we flipped the assembly over 
and admired our work....cool!
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

We attached the frame to the keel 53” from the transom.  The keel extends further forward than it normally would...(we would 
cut it off later)  We next cut two lengths of 1” X 2” pine for the chine.  These have to be bevelled along their length at a 15 
degree angle to match the profile of the transom.  We also test fit their ends to make sure the transom joint was as flush as 
possible.  The photo on the loft is a good example of a terrible fit......the photo on the right is a better fit.   
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

It’s really, really, really important that when the two chines 
are attached to the frame everything lines up!  If the frame 
is not exactly parallel with the transom then you night as well 
have a bonfire and throw it all in.  This is where that old say-
ing about “measure twice and cut once” comes into play.....
well actually measure 3 or 4 times, and then screw and glue 
the chines to the frame.  Now at this point the boat will actu-
ally float in the water.  Just make sure that you have all the 
necessary safety equipment on board.....

“Cousin XL” demonstrates the proper position for navigating 
your boat across choppy waters.  Note the determined look of 
concentration, the left hand firmly placed on the throttle and 
the right hand on his imaginary steering wheel.  Whoosh...you 
can almost feel the salt breeze in your face and the sunfish 
swimming for safety... 
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
A Muskoka Seaflea 10’ Version of the Original Design by William Jackson

With the keel and the two 
chines in position it was time 
to start “firming things up.”  
The shot on the left shows 
how the final assembly looks 
when everything is together.  
There are 4 bilge string-
ers (1 X 2”) that fit in the 
notches at the transom and 
frame.  We had to slightly 
bevel the ends of each bilge 
stringer to line up with the 
15 degree end angle cut.  
This also helps makes things 
easier when you have to mop 
up any water that collects in 
this area.

The end of each bilge stringer is cut off at a 15 degree angle 
to match the angle of the transom.  This also matches the 
end-cut angle on each of the chines.

When we initially constructed the transom, the notch in the 
bottom frame was not as deep as it should have been to ac-
commodate the height of the stringers.  Since then, we have 
called for the notch in the frame to be the same depth as the 
stringers.  As a result, the depth of the notch specified on 
the full size plans now corresponds with the depth of each 
stringer.  In the photograph above, we needed to bevel the 
end of each stringer to fit into the notch of the transom.  
This allowed the stringers to sit flush with the bottom of the 
transom.
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL” 
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We pre-drilled all of the stringers.  Note the marking on the keel that indicates the 53” the frame is from the transom. This 
distance is also critical for the chine and the bilge stringers! 

Installing the bilge stringers is pretty straight forward.  Refer to the plans for approximate lengths.  Like the chine and the 
keel, we left them longer than necessary...(just to be sure), we would cut them off later when we started to apply the plywood 
to the hull.  You may notice that the keel and bilge stringers look as if they are “sticking up” beyond the top surface of the 
frame.  Not to worry...we’d take care of that later when we begin the sanding...  So kids...the final boat with everything in 
place.....now the easy part is done.  Time to tackle the sheer clamp. So just what exactly is the “sheer clamp?”  Well, it’s 
that thinggy that runs on the top part of the boat...sort of the top side version of the chine.  And just what sort of a name 
is “sheer clamp?”
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BUILDING THE “MINI MOST XL”  
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Well, it’s called the sheer clamp because you really have to 
bend it in place and hold it together with a lot of “CLAMPS!”   
The problem is...if you bend it too much, it will “SHEER” 
off and you’ll have to make another one.  Get it.....Sheer 
Clamp...Knuck knuck!  Wise guy eh?  

We attached the sheer clamp to the transom and the frame 
just as we did the chine.  Then with the assistance of one of 
the stooges on site, we scribed a line on the sheer clamp us-
ing the intersection point of the chine as a guide.  We made 
sure that the end point of the sheer clamp was 35 inches from 
the frame.  Now here’s where all the big old clamps come into 
place..lots of glue and lots of luck.........

Cut line on sheer clamp

End tip of sheer clamp
is approximately 35” from 

the frame or where the sheer and 
chine naturally meet...use your own

judgement
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And here we are kids...the final sheer clamp...all nicely glued and screwed in place.  Hey, it’s a thing of beauty.  But hold on 
there Tonto....we’re getting ahead of ourselves.......There’s still a lot of work to do!  To the inexperienced, you might think 
we’re all done.....just pop on the motor and off we go, whoosh!!
You seem to be forgetting something Shemp......what about the stem thinggy!?!?!  Remember that piece that you used as a 
tool for self-defence, well now it’s time to attach it to the front of the keel.  This is a pretty straight forward operation..so 
get out the stainless steel bolts, the glue and those “big ass clamps” you’ve been using.  Better get a hold of a saber saw, 
and make sure you have a belt sander handy.....press on dear builders....
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This particular shot is the “AFTER” as 
Cousin XL admires our work...the bow 
stem completely attached to the keel.  
The photographs below are the “BE-
FORE” shots as we earnestly prepare 
for the “attachment operation.”  

Unfortunately for us, Cousin XL had a 
late night and wasn’t feeling too well....
all morning he kept muttering some-
thing about wanting a “bucket.”

We made sure that the stem was fabri-
cated from stock that was clear and free 
from any knots.   We also made sure that 
the keel was made from the same clear 
material.   Not that you can’t have any 
knots in the wood...it’s just that clear 
pine, spruce or what-ever you decide to 
use is as strong as possible.  Not that 
we don’t like the knots, in face we love 
not having any knots or using the word 
knot in this instruction manual.....noth-
ing wrong with knots at all.....?!?!?!?

Also note that when we cut out the stem 
the length ran parallel with the grain of 
the wood...more strength that way...
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We positioned the stem 33” from the 
frame and centered it on the width of 
the keel.  Since the keel was wider than 
the stem, we had to narrow the keel 
to match the width.  This amounted to 
trimming about a 1/2” from either side 
of the keel where it meets the bottom of 
the stem and feathering it out towards 
the stern.   

This shot clearly illustrates how we nar-
rowed the end of the keel to match the 
width of the stem.
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With the keel trimmed down to width, we temporarily clamped the stem and marked the position of the bolt holes to be drilled.  
We angled the forward bolt so the end would not interfere with the hull sheeting that would be applied later.  We wanted to 
make sure that the plywood hull would completely cover the exposed bolt on the underside of the keel.

This part would be sanded off later . . .
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We pre-drilled 3/8”  holes with our 
“handy dandy” cordless drill, gooped up 
both the stem and the keel with “lots-
O-glue” and started to tighten things 
up.  Notice that we have counter sunk 
the holes...this makes it much easier to 
sand out any bumps when it comes time 
to installing the hull.
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Now how cool is this......the stem is nicely in place...looks straight and it seems to be strong enough...now we can finally pop 
this baby in the water......maybe not quite yet.....trudge on to our next exciting segment......
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WELCOME TO OUR NEXT
EXCITING SEGMENT......

THE “AMAZING” DECK BATTEN!

The deck batten is that thinggy piece of wood that connects the tip of the bow stem 
to the top part of the frame.  It should have a “gently flowing” curve to it and be 
strong enough to support the full force of your neighbor as he jumps on your boat 
(from off the dock of course) with all of his 260 lbs. of weight.........And now 
hopefully you will understand the vital importance of the “Deck Batten Strut”... 
cause without it, you’d be up the $#%@# creek with out a deck.....and a deck 
batten without any support...”the strut bone’s connected to the batten bone...”
So, continue on dear boat builders and immerse  yourselves in the wonderful world 
of “How To Make The Amazing Deck Batten!”
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It should be very obvious that before 
you can attach the deck batten, you have 
to attach the deck batten strut. And  
before you can attach the deck batten 
strut you have to attach the deck batten 
strut support......and the foot bone is 
connected to the ankle bone.... 
The strut is positioned approximately 17 
1/2” ahead of the frame.  We cut out 
a couple of strut supports from scrap 
plywood and glued and screwed them to 
the keel.  The height of the deck batten 
strut is determined by the curve of the 
deck batten as it curves from the tip 
of the stem to the attachment point on 
the frame.  This measurement is rather 
subjective...the higher the support, the 
greater the curve of the finished deck-
ing.....

17 1/2”
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Now in the original plans, the deck batten is attached to the frame by resting in a notch.  We decided to modify this joint 
and instead, created a bracket that we screwed to the fore side of the frame.  We actually had a good reason for making this 
modification.  First of all, it allows for a stronger bond between the frame and the batten, and it preserves the structural 
integrity of the frame. 
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With the bracket well secured to the fame it was time to attach the deck batten.  This is one of those fiddly operations where 
you have to make a lot of test fits.  The idea here is to attach the front ot the batten to the stem, and then have your “trusty” 
assistant stand on the other end.  
The fiddly part comes when you actually bend the batten to create the curve of the deck.  As you apply pressure,  the batten 
will create a nice “flowing” curve as it passes over the top of the strut...but in doing so, becomes shorter....
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Pre-drill 4 holes in the end of the bat-
ten...slap on a ton of glue and fasten 
it in place.  Make sure that while you 
are doing this, the end of the batten is 
well raised up above the bracket on the 
frame. 
Now it’s a good time to take a break.  
Sit back...grab a beer or whatever 
quenches your thirst...and watch the 
glue dry.  The next part is going to take 
some grunt power as you have to bend 
the batten over the top of the strut 
and fasten the other end to the bracket 
on the frame.  Now keep in mind, the 
higher the strut, the greater the curve 
on the deck.  Generally speaking you 
should have the batten support strut 
just slightly higher than the bracket on 
the frame.  Hey...use your own judge-
ment here.....what ever looks good.

Attach the end of the batten to the 
bracket on the frame before you attach 
it to the support strut.  You may have to 
wack the strut back into a vertical posi-
tion as the batten bends over the top.  
Finally, glue and screw the mid part of 
the batten to the top of the strut...TA 
DA!... You’re done!      (Location of ad-
ditional diagonal brace shown here) 
We also made one additional modifica-
tion to this part of the construction.  
We decided to add a diagonal brace from 
the bottom of the strut support to the 
underside of the batten.
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 Well kids, all that hard work has paid off!  Your Mini Most XL is ready for the plywood!  Time to move on to stage 347 of 
this simple seaflea construction process.  As you can see now, we have moved the boat into our multi-million dollar building 
facility and the belt sanders are ready to go. Time to stock up on those 36 grit sanding belts and get the dust masks dusted 
off. It’s going to get dusty...very dusty.  Notice how high tech we are now.  A careful inspection of this shot clearly shows 
authentic Muskoka granite stopping our boat from rocking around.   

LET’S GET THE SIDES ON!LET’S GET THE SIDES ON!

ROCK ON!

ROCK AND
ROLL!

ANTI-ROCK 
PREVENTION TOOL
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We had to fill in the step where the keel meets the stem.  A tiny bit of wood glued and clamped into position worked nicely. 
While that dried we got busy with the sanders....or....if there is enough material on the keel you can simple sand it flush.  
Notice our lack of protective respirators.  Real men don’t wear dust masks..they cough a lot!  (dumb...real dumb!)
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So here’s the thing about sanding.  
DON’T RUSH THIS JOB!  We know 
you want to hurry up and get the ply-
wood on, but remember this, the fit 
and shape of the hull is only as good 
as the lines of the frame.  If you have 
gaps and bumps and stupid dips in the 
stringers, chines and sheer clamps then 
what the frig are  you building the boat 
for anyway?!?!  The best way to tell if 
your frame lines are smooth is to run 
your hand along the length of the piece 
after you have sanded.  Any serious 
gaps need to be filled with a mixture of 
sawdust and glue or West System ep-
oxy thickened with “407 Low-Density 
filler.”  The low density filler is brown 
in colour and is easier to sand than the 
“High-Density” stuff.   (Please see our 
website for more information) 

Sanding points will be where the 
stringers, chine and sheer  meet the 
frame, as well as the entire length of 

each stringer, chine and sheer.  
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We just love to mix up a nasty concoc-
tion of  sawdust and glue!  We had a 
huge gap between the chine and the 
sheer clamp where they meet the side 
of the frame.  So we simply brushed 
up some of the sawdust that had col-
lected on the floor, added some glue and 
gooped it on. Now of course we could 
only add this filler after all of the sand-
ing has been completed and  just prior 
to attaching the plywood siding.  Mix it 
up to a consistency of peanut butter and 
then goosh it in place.  

Remember a while back we had to fas-
ten the chine to the sheer clamp using 
a ton of clamps to hold it in position?   
Well, once things had dried out a bit we 
cut the chine at the 35” mark from the 
frame.
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While we were sanding, we constantly checked the angle of each piece to ensure that the surface plane was along the same 
axis as the next.  A long thin piece of plywood bent over the stringers from the chine to the keel also allowed us to check 
that the plywood hull would sit flush. 

Make sure that the strip of
plywood sits flush with the 
stringers, chine and keel
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Now....we hope you haven’t forgotten 
that this is the Mini Most XL!  And 
what does that mean!?!?!  Well, for one 
thing it means that you are going to have 
to fork out more money for plywood.  It 
takes at least 4 sheets of 4’X8’ good 
one side plywood to cover the hull and 
sides.  Two sheets are cut length-wise 
to create two 15” X 96” sides pieces 
and two 33” X 96” fore-hull pieces.  
The remaining plywood is used to cover 
the aft section of the hull and other 
bits including the deck.  Please refer to 
our full size plans and plywood cutting 
detail for more precise measurements.  
Marine grade plywood is not necessary 
IF you plan on taking your boat out of 
the water on a regular basis and com-
pletely waterproof the hull with epoxy.  
We always make sure that we mop any 
standing water out of the boat. 

33” Cut Sheet

15” 
Cut Sheet
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With the 15” pieces cut from the 4X8’ sheets we  proceeded to clamp  each section to the sides of the hull.  It was then 
simply a matter of tracing along the outside of chine and sheer clamp with a pencil.  We found that clamping each sheet was 
a good idea....for one thing you could stand back and get a look at how the grain of the wood was running.  When you cut the 
sides, make sure that the cuts are oriented so that the good side in facing out with the knots on the inside.
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Each 15” X 96” piece of plywood will completely cover one side from fore to aft.  Keep the remaining cut-off “bits” as you 
are likely to use them later on.  With our “handy-dandy” sabre saw we cut out the pieces and then glued and screwed them on 
the frame. We used 1 1/4” green decking screws every 3 inches.  The whole process is repeated for the other side, and once 
that is done your boat is complete and ready to hit the waves!  YAHOO!......well, not quite yet...it’s time to get the rest of the 
hull on.  Now this is where it gets tricky. And this is where you have to make sure that your hull doesn’t skew out of shape.  
If the boat was being built on a building form then there wouldn’t be an issue...so, it’s time to batten down the hatches.....
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When the center hull pieces are at-
tached, you run the risk of warping the 
frame out of level or bending the stem.  
So, being the smart intelligent build-
ers that we are, we decided to “batten 
down the frame” to the concrete floor.  
A few concrete expansion bolts, some 
heavy test line or wire and away you 
go!  We made sure that both sides of 
the frame were exactly the same height 
from the floor and that the stem was 
securely locked in place.  We fastened a 
screw at the same place on either side 
of the frame, and then made sure that 
the distance to the floor was the same 
on both ends.
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One other thing we did before we applied the hull sheeting was to create a cross brace attached to the tips of each side sec-
tion.  This temporary bracing would allow us to bend the fore section of the hull plywood down and over the stem and then 
attach it to the tips of the sides without either side squeezing in or warping out.  We used a scrap of plywood left over from 
the side trims and screwed each end into the tips of each side.  We then clamped the center to our additional fore deck strut 
support making sure that both sides were equal distance from the center.  Each end of the brace is screwed to where the chine 
and sheer clamp meet.
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ABOVE:   The hull stringers were 
trimmed to length before the applica-
tion of the hull.   The final length was 
somewhat arbitrary....but we didn’t 
want them to interfere with the rise 
of the bow along the inside, so we cut 
them off just shy of the where the bow 
stem begins its curve.  

We checked the curve of the stringers 
one last time to make sure that the ply-
wood hull would sit flush against all of 
the members.  We then measured off 
33 inches from the tip of the bow to 
just where the stem ends.  This rep-
resents the width of each sheet of ply-
wood. {48”-15” (for sides) = 33”} 
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We needed a starting point for the curve of the deck, so we decided to make an ark equal to the 33 inch radius of the plywood 
width.  This would give us enough flexibility in the future if we wanted to modify the curve of the deck,,,say make it more 
“pointy.” Remember those  long bits and pieces of plywood that were left over from the sides? Well, they make great “curve 
makers.”  Measure out the 33” on a scrap piece, hammer a nail in one end, drill a hole in the other, insert pencil and TA DA! 
instant compass! 

33” Arc
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The first half of the hull is easy.  Clamp one side of the plywood sheet to the center of the keel making sure that there is 
enough overhang at the bow section to completely run down the bow stem.  Again, we used a ton of glue, 1 1/4” exterior 
decking screws every 4 inches and lots of cordless drills.  We made sure that we pre-marked the position of the stringers on 
the plywood to help speed up the process.  This also ensures that you won’t miss any.  With a width of 33” each hull sheet 
will be too wide....no worries.  Simply trim off the excess overhang when everything is fastened down.  The extra width also 
helps to ensure you have enough material when you bend it over the stem. Make sure you have lots of water and rags around 
to wipe up the excess glue that’s going to drip on the floor. You’re going to have lots of glue dripping...trust us!
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Work your way from the aft to the bow and from the keel to the chine allowing the plywood to bend naturally.  Fastening the 
plywood to the curve of the stem is definitely a two person job, along with the help of several clamps. Continue to check the 
curve of the plywood as you fasten down to the stem tip. We used 1 1/4 inch screws every 2 inches and lots of glue!

Fastening the plywood to the curve of the stem is definitely a two person job.  Keep the clamps on for a while after the 
screws are in.  This will allow the glue to set up and ensure a solid connection.  
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With the first half of the hull on,  you’re now ready to tackle one of the more difficult construction parts of this build.  The 
first step is to trim off any remaining “center-stem”overhang from the first sheet.  Mark a center line on the plywood from 
the tip of the stem to just where the edge of the seam begins to follow the center of the keel.  You will have to make this 
cut since the plywood  edge bends over the stem  as  you  shape it. A circular saw with a cut depth set to just over a 1/4” 
works quite nicely. Lay the second sheet of plywood on the remaining half of the hull and glue and screw the sheet alongside 
the first section.  Screw only until the stem since the rest of the way is a bit “fiddily”... (not too sure about the spelling on 
“fiddily” but hopefully you get the point.) Now get ready with the sander, glue, clamps and extra help.

Trim the overhang of the plywood
so that the edge runs up

the middle of the stem to where 
it meets the keel

Trim Line
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What you are going to notice is that you can’t cut the “stem edge” of the second hull sheet in a straight line. We have dem-
onstrated this by placing a straight edge along side the final cut.  Remember, as you bend the sheet down the stem, the center 
line is actually curved slightly.  In order to keep both stem seams as tight as possible you have to “sand-as-you-go”, bit by 
bit and inch by inch.  Now, before you go into panic mode just remember this - Since the hull will be painted you can easily 
fill any huge gaps in the seam with epoxy, sand out the bumps and carry on.

We used a scrap
piece of plywood with a straight edge

as a reference for this photo.
This is a straight edge!

The actual edge of the stem line is
slightly curved.  You need to “trim-to-fit”

the plywood edge as you work your way
down to the tip of the stem.

The second sheet of plywood has been sanded
and is now ready to be screwed to the stem.
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Take a deep breath kids....we’re nearing the end of part 1.  The shot below is the finished hull with the aft section of the hull 
applied.  You are nearly there!  The last step of the hull construction is the application of the final sheet of plywood joined by 
a “cheap” scarf joint.  A scarf joint (in case you didn’t know) is a technical term for properly joining two hull sections.  We 
cheated by laminating an additional 3/8” piece of plywood to the two hull sheets. Have a look below at our “cheap version.”

Now a “real” scarf joint occurs when you bevel two adjoining sheets of plywood or wood stringers.  This increases the glue 
surface area of each piece and creates a very strong join. In a true scarf joint, there are no screws used to bond the joint, 
instead glue is applied, the beveled surfaces are clamped and you end up with an uninterrupted continuous piece of material 
without adding any thickness.

Our “Cheap” version consisted of laminating an additional piece of 3/8” plywood and then screwing through both the hull and 
the additional piece with 3/4” brass screws. You end up with a very strong join, but add thickness to the hull.  We decided 
that the additional thickness was not going to be a concern because of the thickness of the stringers..
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We cut out 6 pieces of 3/8” plywood 
12 inches long and made each piece just 
wide enough to fit between the hull 
stringers and keel on each side of the 
hull.  For each piece we counter sunk 9 
holes spaced at approximately 3” X 2” 
intervals.  Now...lets talk about screws 
again.  The best screws for the job are 
those that have the threads running 
the entire length of the shaft.  These 
have better “biting” power to them.  
We smothered the joint in glue and 
fastened it down.  For the hull section 
of the Mini Most XL we decided to use 
brass screws.  Brass is good...resists 
corrosion, and costs slightly less than 
stainless steel screws.   

NOT ALL SCREWS ARE 
CREATED EQUAL!  

The one on the left really has 
a bite to it...all the way to the 
head.  The one on the right kind 
of wimps out when you really 
need to counter- sink it in.

This stupid brass screw does
not have the thread running all the 

way to the head.   The “non-threaded”
shank portion will make things

difficult when attempting to “self-counter-sink
the screw into the plywood.  In this case I had to
use a countersink bit before screwing them in.

(that’s why we love deck screws!)
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Look at all of those screw 
holes! Talk about getting 

royally screwed! Like we always 
say though, better to over-engi-

neer than under.  You don’t want 
your hull to come apart when you go 

crashing down on a three foot wave.
 

And now you’re probably asking, “Hey..
what’s with the clamps wise guy ?!?!” Well 

knucklehead, the answer is quite simple. The 
clamps keep the edge of each “scarf” piece flush 

with the hull stringers while the glue dries.  This 
ensures that the bond will be as strong as possible.  

With all of the “scarf” pieces in place then it is simply 
a matter of “gooping” on the glue and laying down the 

final hull section.  It is a good idea to pre-counter sink 
and drill the holes first.  This way you can concentrate on the 

fastening of the plywood instead of marking the drill pattern.   
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Guess what!?!?!  You have now successfully 
completed stage 1 of the Mini Most XL.  Time to 
really stand back and admire your work.  Looks 
cool eh!?!?  Time to flip the boat over and get a 
good look at your progress.  

All of the “pointy” bits of the screw ends will need to be filed or sanded down.   It’s like a “bed-of-nails” down there!
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Note the overhang of the sides of the hull.   These will be trimmed later as will the further sanding of the plywood at the 
nose of the boat.   It was at this point that my brother, my cousin and I parted ways and finished off our respective boats in 
a variety of different ways. It was time to take this one inside again.    Time to move on to “PART TWO.”


